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Once in a generation,
Arranmore Island chooses

 a new Storm Keeper to wield
its power and keep its magic
safe from enemies. The time 

has come for Fionn's eccentric
grandfather to step down. 

Soon, a new Keeper will
 rise, and face ancient 

forces.

Life in Bearmouth 
  is hard.. Newt has lived in
 the mine since he was four,
accepting the harsh working

conditions and the brutality of
the mine’s leader, until the
mysterious Devlin arrives 

and dares to ask
 the question, “Why?”

    Frank is ten. 
His brother Max is five.

 Max has autism -  he eats 
only Quavers, and annoys 

Frank no end. When tragedy
hits Frank and Max's lives, can

Frank piece together a 
universe where he and Max

aren't light years apart?

 Mum’s hiding in 
the attic; Dad’s run

 away, leaving only a
PowerPoint to explain; her

sister has a ham sandwich for
a fiancé; and the chickens are
missing. It’s enough to make
any girl cantankerous. But

Molly'll fix it all.
 Easy, right?

Freedom. Equality.
Sisterhood.

This is the book for anyone
who wants to learn as

much as possible about the
history of feminism in as
short a time as possible.

       Through stories,
questions and thoughts,
develop your ability to

question, learn, experiment
and think for yourself.

Discover the tools for map-
making in philosophy, and

follow this enlightening
adventure.
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Liliana Cruz attends a 
mostly white school, where

racial tensions are high. While
trying to survive in that

environment, she learns a
family secret that puts her in
a position where she needs to
take a stand and speak her

truth.

   Six students, all 
   invited to a scholarship    

   dinner, only to discover it’s a 
  trap. Locked into a room with
a bomb, a syringe filled with 
   poison, and a note saying
they have an hour to pick
someone to kill... or else

everyone dies....

  Seventeen-year-
  old Tracy’s dad is an

innocent man on death row
and her brother, a promising

track star, is accused of
murder. Tracy attempts to

save both of them while their
Texas town's racist history

bets against her.
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In a bleak future, Orpen
must walk on foot across a

ravaged Ireland in the
desperate hope of saving
herself, and her guardian

Maeve, from the zombie-like
menace known as 'the

skrake'....

  A coming-of-age road
trip about obsession, self-
discovery, female power,
and the people we meet

along the way. The perfect
read for anyone who's ever

wondered where they 
 came from and where

they might go next.

    Moya. Mum. 
The M Words. Whisper 
them. Conceal them. But,

please, never mention them... 
A raw and honest novel of
grief, depression and self-

harm, underpinned by hope,
heart-warming humour . 


